Name: Susan Bones
Class: 8A Date: 10/22/17
Saint of the Day: St. John Paul II
(Pray for me!)
Instructions: Answer the questions below using the
Quote Dogs assigned for this month.

1. *Original Quotes by OLGers
2. Becoming a Saint
3. Catholic Social Teaching
4. Christ and the Church
5. God and Humanity
6. Goodness, Truth, and Beauty
7. Living and Preaching the Gospel
8. Love, Life, and Virtue

9. Miscellaneous
10. Modernity
11. Prayer and Fasting
12. Sacraments
13. Sin and Suffering
14. The Bible
15. The Four Last Things
16. Theology of the Body

YOUR FAVS!
List your top 3 favorite Quote Dogs from each category.
1. *Original Quotes by OLGers

"Let go and let God."
"Two thirds of God's name is GO." -Chris Stefanick
"If God brings you to it, he can bring you through it."
1. What do you think your 1st place quote in this category means? (1-sentence
summary)
We should let go of things that aren't God and follow Him instead.
2. In what practical ways can you apply it to your life? (1-sentence summary)
I can let go of things like sports and popularity so I can follow God.
2. Becoming a Saint

"Truth has no expiration date."
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"The world is God's cathedral."
"Everything we see in a Catholic Church is there for a single purpose: to tell a love
story." - Cardinal Donald Wuerl and Mike Aquilina
1. What do you think your 1st place quote in this category means? (1-sentence
summary)
Truth will always be truth and will never stop being true.
2. In what practical ways can you apply it to your life? (1-sentence summary)
I will remember not to tell lies because the truth will always be there.
3. Catholic Social Teaching

"Don't make Christ ride shotgun." - Mark Hart
"Sains make Saints."
"Live like someone died for you." - Lecrae
1. What do you think your 1st place quote in this category means? (1-sentence
summary)
Jesus should be the driver of your life.
2. In what practical ways can you apply it to your life? (1-sentence summary)
I can make sure and follow Jesus and not just myself.
4. Christ and The Church

"Practice love."
"Get off of social media and be social." - Dave Rinaldi
"This is the first day of the rest of your life." - Matt Maher
1. What do you think your 1st place quote in this category means? (1-sentence
summary)
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In order to love you have to practice it.
2. In what practical ways can you apply it to your life? (1-sentence summary)
I can make sure and practice loving because then I will get better at it.

CREATE A QUOTE!
Instructions: Come up with an original quote that would fit into one of the categories from this month.
(No Googling for or using all of or part of a quote that’s already out there. Use your creative, God-given
mind to come up with a quote of your own!)
*Note: If one of your Create-a-Quotes is super clever and/or packs a theological punch, it may end up on
the official Quote Dogs list next year and for many years to come! (All quotes are considered for inclusion
during summer break after your 8th grade year)

*YOUR QUOTE
"Live life like you're always a toddler."
Which category from this month would you put your Create-a-Quote in?
Love, Life, and Virtue
1. What are you trying to say/teach with your Create-a-Quote? Go Deep! & Connect
Wide!
I am trying to say/teach that we should all live life without worries like a toddler does.
And that we should continue to learn and grow.
2. In what practical ways can you apply it to your life? Go Deep! & Connect Wide!
I can apply this quote to my life by not worring so much about the little things and just be
happy and thankful. I can also continue to learn from my mistakes and grow from them.
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